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LiNK WORKS FOR THE NORTH KOREAN 

PEOPLE AND WE EXIST TO SEE LIBERTY IN 

NORTH KOREA. IN SHARING OUR 2011 

IMPACT AND FINANCIAL REPORTS, WE ARE 

ALSO SHARING THE WHY AND HOW OF 

OUR STRATEGY FOR CHANGE; WE BELIEVE 

THAT EACH STEP OF OUR MISSION IS VITAL 

AND WE ARE EXCITED TO SHOW HOW WE 

ARE MAKING PROGRESS IN EVERY AREA. 



BEFORE WE TALK ABOUT THE WHY 

AND HOW OF LiNK’S IMPACT, WE 

WANT TO SHOW SOME OF THE PEOPLE 

THAT HAVE BEEN IMPACTED THROUGH 

YOUR SUPPORT. TOGETHER, WE ARE 

EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO MAKE 

LIBERTY IN NORTH KOREA A REALITY.
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REDEFINING NORTH KOREA 

BY FOCUSING ON THE PEOPLE, 

WHILE RESCUING & PROVIDING 

RESETTLEMENT SUPPORT TO 

NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES & 

PURSUING AN END TO THE 

NORTH KOREA CRISIS.



tinue to be a lifeline to those who ask us to help safely  

rescue family members so that they too can be re-

united. It is in these victories and these moments that 

we recognize there is something enduring that goes 

beyond the immediate impact of helping just one life.

2011 also marked a very significant year for North 

Korea as their leader, Kim Jong-il, died in December. 

The overwhelming question has been how will this  

affect the North Korean people? Sadly, it is still un-

clear whether under new leadership there will be an  

improvement of conditions inside the country, but 

as security has tightened on both sides of the North 

Korea-Chinese border, it has impressed upon us the 

urgency to continue the work we are doing and to 

protect and assist even more North Korean refugees.

Our efforts in raising awareness and working to 

redefine North Korea will persist as there are still 

many people around the world who have yet to hear 

the stories of the North Korean people; we will perse-

vere in our efforts to provide emergency assistance to 

refugees, continuing to bring them safely to freedom; 

and we are eager to continue our research and learn 

more about the grassroots changes happening inside 

the country so that we may identify opportunities and 

develop programs that will empower the North Kore-

an people to play the most important role as together 

we pursue an end to this crisis. It is in our collective 

efforts, our reliance on one another, that we will  

unwaveringly pursue liberty in North Korea. 

WITH HOPE,

Hannah Song

President | CEO

DEAR FRIENDS,

It was almost eight years ago that I first learned about 

the North Korea crisis. It was the stories of the people 

that compelled me, but the complexity of the crisis 

that was intimidating. I thought that an issue of this 

magnitude would be difficult to impact and practically 

impossible to change. 

But during these last few years, it has been 

incredible to see the actual impact we CAN 
have and it is exciting to learn about changes 

that ARE happening inside the country. We 

have continued to develop strategies that will 

significantly impact the North Korean people, 

and implement infrastructures that will ensure 

our sustainability as an organization and en-

able us to grow and scale programs where we 

see the greatest opportunity. 

The growth that we experienced in 2011 trans-

lated into increased activity in each of the ar-

eas of our mission. Over 50,000 people at 800 

events across North America heard the stories 

of the North Korean people directly from our 

nomads on the road – it was these individu-

als who fueled and funded the work we were 

able to do in the field. 2011 also marked the second 

year of our refugee rescues and we helped to bring 58 

North Koreans to freedom, totaling 80 rescues in the 

past two years. We also assisted 54 refugees in their 

safe resettlement, which included 13 children (some 

of whom had escaped on their own). Two individuals 

chose to begin their new lives in the United States and 

52 headed to South Korea; 10 were able to reunite 

with families who had been previously resettled.

With each passing year, we are so grateful for the indi-

vidual lives we are able to impact and the growing re-

lationships we share. We have been there to celebrate 

high school graduations and weddings, meet children 

who were born in safe countries whose lives will be 

vastly different from their parents, witness families 

reuniting after years of separation, and we will con-
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WE ARE EAGER TO CONTINUE OUR RESEARCH AND 

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE GRASSROOTS CHANGES 

HAPPENING INSIDE THE COUNTRY SO THAT WE 

MAY IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES AND DEVELOP 

PROGRAMS THAT WILL EMPOWER THE NORTH 

KOREAN PEOPLE TO PLAY THE MOST IMPORTANT 

ROLE AS TOGETHER WE PURSUE AN END TO THIS 

CRISIS. IT IS IN OUR COLLECTIVE EFFORTS, OUR 

RELIANCE ON ONE ANOTHER, THAT WE WILL 

UNWAVERINGLY PURSUE LIBERTY IN NORTH KOREA.
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REDEFINING NORTH KOREA 

BY FOCUSING ON THE PEOPLE, 

WHILE RESCUING & PROVIDING 
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NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES 

& PURSUING AN END TO THE 

NORTH KOREA CRISIS.



WHY

HOW
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The North Korea crisis is thought to be many things: polarizing, dauntingly 

complex, a political nightmare. Most of what we hear usually relates to the 

political and security issues. But we’re working to change the conversation 

on North Korea to focus on the people instead, and are committed to 

bringing much needed attention to their stories. It starts with awareness 

which produces action, and for us, that’s just the beginning.
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MEDIA CAMPAIGNS TOURS CHAPTERS
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MEDIA
In 2011 we continued to stretch ourselves (and especially our 

filmmaker) as we sought to produce media that offered the most 

comprehensive understanding about North Korea and its people. 

Our combined productions included 17 short films receiving over 

118,000 views in over 100 countries. Simultaneously, we completed 

our first feature-length documentary called The People’s Crisis. 

THE RELIANCE VIDEO
The Reliance video was our most viewed and 

shared video of 2011. It received over 40,000 
views in just three months and helped raise 
$128,806 for our year-end campaign. 

MEDIA HIGHLIGHT

IN JUST 3 MONTHS...
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ENDING THE CRISIS

LiNK media was 
viewed in these 
countries in 2011

118,000
Online video views

148
Countries viewed 
LiNK media 

 17
Short Films

01
Feature Length
Documentary 40,000

Online video views

128
Countries

$128,806
Raised with the help 
of the Reliance video

 “The folks at LiNK are setting 

a fundraising goal of $100K...

with each dollar going directly 

to the relocation, and support 

of these refugees. Just visit our 

fundraising page and click on 

‘donate now’!”

Young the Giant | Band
Shared Reliance Campaign & Video 
with over 280,000 Facebook followers

 “If you’re interested in helping 

North Korean refugees gain their 

freedom, LiNK is an incredible org 

that is helping refugees escape.”

Lisa Ling | Journalist
Shared Reliance Campaign & Video
with over 130,000 Twitter followers

REDEFINING NORTH KOREA
MEDIA | TOURS | INTERNS | CAMPAIGNS | CHAPTERS

LiNK HAS HAD THE PRIVILEGE 

OF MEETING MANY NORTH 

KOREANS, AND TIME AND 

AGAIN THEY REQUESTED THAT 

WE SHARE THE STORIES OF 

THE NORTH KOREAN PEOPLE, 

SO THAT THE WORLD WOULD 

KNOW AND ACT.

WITH SUPPORT FROM POP 

CULTURE, THE RELIANCE VIDEO 

WAS SPREAD TO A NEW AND 

BROADER AUDIENCE.
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WATCH IT. SHARE IT.

THE PEOPLE’S CRISIS

Documentary Synopsis

The real crisis in North Korea is not about its reclusive 

leaders or its nuclear weapons. It is about 24 million 

people living under the most ruthless system of po-

litical oppression ever assembled by humankind. The 

North Korean people have suffered through crippling 

poverty, humanitarian disasters, chronic food short-

ages and a denial of even the most basic freedoms.

This documentary offers a comprehensive overview of 

the North Korean people’s crisis, featuring interviews 

with North Korean refugees who have escaped, their 

journey to freedom, expert analysis, as well as insight 

into some of the grassroots changes happening inside 

the country today.

 “The People’s Crisis is a very powerful film 

which documents the tremendous work 

being done by a small group of extremely 

brave individuals working on behalf of 24 

million people living under brutal oppression.  

Everyone should see this film and the leaders 

of the free world should not allow this 

tragedy to continue.”

Robert Steffens

CFO, Marvel Studios
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MEDIA HIGHLIGHT
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Documentary production is not a normal 

part of the day-to-day responsibilities for 

most non-profits. After touring North 

America for two years, we decided it was 

time to produce our own documentary 

in the hope of raising more attention 

and enlisting more people to come 

alongside the North Korean people. We 

believe this is crucial for changing the 

public perception of North Korea.



02
National Tours

43
States

03
Canadian 
Provinces

800
Screenings

50,000+
People Reached

$160,463
Funds Raised

National Tour 
Reach in 2011
Also 3 provinces  
in Canada!

TOURS
We talk about North Korea every chance we get, but we can’t cover as 

much ground as we’d like on our own. That’s why smart, energetic 

advocates are an integral part of LiNK’s work in taking the stories of the 

North Korean people to communities all across the U.S. and Canada. These 

advocates are called Nomads. Every spring and fall, five teams of Nomads 

visit hundreds of colleges, high schools, religious institutions, community 

centers – anywhere they can – with the hopes of bringing as much attention 

as possible to the North Korean people.

OUR AWARENESS TOURS 
SUPPORT OUR MISSION 
IN 2 IMPORTANT WAYS:

 1
Tours spread the stories of the North Korean people and help 

redefine the North Korea crisis – from politics to people. These 

stories have moved thousands of students, adults, and individu-

als within schools, churches and communities to get involved.

 2
The success of tours has enabled tremendous growth in our field 

work. We present our audience with opportunities to respond 

by using their time, talents and resources to make an impact 

themselves. Through our awareness tours in 2011 we raised over 

$160,000, primarily from college and high school students. This 

allowed us to increase funding to the field, which resulted in a 

163% increase in the number of refugees we were able to rescue.

2010

22 RESCUES

2011 

58 RESCUES

$160,463
Dedicated funding for refugee 

support raised on tour in 2011

Please see page 27 to meet 
some of the refugees LiNK was 
able to rescue in 2010 & 2011 

REDEFINING THE CRISIS
MEDIA | TOURS | INTERNS | CAMPAIGNS | CHAPTERS

TOURS CONTRIBUTED TO A 163% 
INCREASE IN REFUGEE RESCUES
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It is through these incredible individuals that the stories of the 

North Korean people are being told. They live in vans, sleep on 

floors, and experience 10 weeks on the road dedicating their 

time and talents for the North Korean people.

INTERNS
Every spring, summer, and fall, we invite students 

from around the world to intern with us. We offer 

a vast array of positions from nomads to refugee 

resettlement to internal operations to helping 

plan and execute world-wide campaigns. As an 

organization, we need focused passion and tenacious 

commitment. Our work often lives in the realm of the 

seemingly impossible, but students see this only as 

an obstacle to overcome. We’ve seen former interns 

head to law school or government agencies and 

others who re-direct their educational studies or find  

ways to utilize their careers to be more effective for 

this cause. We realize that this is an important aspect 

of the internship program because we are directly 

influencing the next generation of leaders. They have 

the energy and optimism to take on any challenge 

that collides with their idea of justice.

REDEFINING THE CRISIS
MEDIA | TOURS | INTERNS | CAMPAIGNS | CHAPTERS

INTERN STORY

MICHAEL MITTER
Position | Northeast Nomad
Age | 20 

From | Dayton, Ohio

I became interested in human rights issues in the 

fall of my freshman year of college, and instantly 

began seeking out ways in which I could get 

involved. I was aware of the many politically-

charged issues surrounding the country of North 

Korea, but when I learned about the country 

in greater detail from LiNK, I was shocked to 

discover a world of complex economic and 

social issues, creating a human rights crisis that 

deserved international attention. As a Nomad, 

I was given the resources and information to 

become an active fighter for the rights of North 

Koreans, and the direct results of the actions of all 

Nomads have made a grand difference in the lives 

of North Korean refugees. When it came time to 

make a decision, becoming a Nomad was the call 

to help my global family, and to do so successfully.
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MEET THE 2011 NOMADS!
49
Interns
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 1 

We told high school and college 
students how much it cost to 
rescue a refugee. 

2 

We gave them a platform to tell 
others and personally fundraise 
to rescue one refugee.

The Result?

We increased our reach in awareness and 

saw that when we provided an opportunity 

to rescue an individual life, thousands of 

people responded and were inspired to set 

up fundraising pages – because they person-

ally believed in the impact they could have.

CAMPAIGNS
Every October, LiNK launches a three month campaign to 

raise awareness and funds. This year, we focused our efforts 

on building a strong online community of activists and asked 

them to use their social networks to raise awareness about this 

issue and to raise funds to rescue and resettle North Korean 

refugees. We named the campaign “The Reliance” and were 

humbly surprised with the response.

IN LESS THAN 100 DAYS, WE 
RAISED $128,806! HERE’S HOW:

THE RELIANCE 
Estimates put the number of North Korean refugees 

hiding in China at anywhere between 30,000-50,000. 

With so many trapped in this dangerous state of 

limbo, our efforts to raise the funds necessary to get 

people out never slacken. In fact we devoted the final 

quarter of 2011 to the task of developing new ways 

to fund our fieldwork. Online communities were our 

target medium. The goal was an extensive network 

of activists all managing their own fundraising efforts. 

We called it The Reliance.

The Reliance became a human network of individuals 

committed to seeing every North Korean refugee free. 

Our goal was to mobilize an online community of  

activists among the nearly one billion people around 

the world connected through social media. LiNK 

launched a viral call-to-arms on Facebook, Twitter, 

Vimeo, Youtube and more, imploring people to join 

The Reliance by hosting their own fundraisers online. 

We equipped every supporter with an opportunity to 

host their own mini campaign and committed 100% 

of proceeds to refugee rescue and support. 

When the dust settled after a mere three months, 

over 3,000 people had signed up to host their own 

page and The Reliance had brought in $128,806 – our 

most successful campaign to date.

REDEFINING THE CRISIS
MEDIA | TOURS | INTERNS | CAMPAIGNS | CHAPTERS
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$128,806
Raised through 
campaigns in 2011

100%
Of these funds 
will go directly to 
refugee support

3,031
Fundraisers

$42
Average raised 
per fundraiser

CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHT
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CHAPTERS
The energy and inspiration that LiNK Nomads incite is truly an amazing 

thing, and that’s what we love about them, but once our Nomads leave 

town, we want to ensure that the vision left behind remains strong. This 

is where LiNK Chapters come in. You’ll find Chapters in every type of 

community, but most commonly on high school and college campuses. In 

2011, Chapters collectively raised enough funds to rescue 25 refugees. LiNK 

launches annual initiatives designed for Chapters to offer motivation and 

encouragement. During the 2011 school year, that initiative took the form 

of a friendly competition we called “The Race is On.”

THE RACE IS ON
150 LiNK Chapters competed for a 

trip to meet refugees in South Ko-

rea whose rescue and resettlement 

they made possible. Two tickets 

would go to each of the top three 

Chapters that raised the most 

funds in 2011. The trip would also 

include a chance to visit the DMZ, 

meet South Korean students who 

are also fighting for this cause, 

and learn more about the North 

Korea crisis from the heart of  

the Korean peninsula. We were 

overwhelmed by the response, 

which resulted in a 116% increase 

in chapter fundraising efforts.

THE RACE IS ON WINNERS!

UCLA
Raised $7500

UT AUSTIN
Raised $6472 

GLEN WILSON HIGH SCHOOL
Raised $6051

CHAPTERS DO 
TWO THINGS

 1 

Continue to spread stories 

of the North Korean people 

and raise awareness within 

their communities.

2 

Raise funds to provide 

for the rescue of as many 

refugees as possible.

REDEFINING THE CRISIS
MEDIA | TOURS | INTERNS | CAMPAIGNS | CHAPTERS

CHAPTER CAMPAIGN
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150+
Chapters 
worldwide

25
Rescues funded 
by Chapters

100%
Of Chapter funds 
go directly to 
refugee rescues

2009
$5,000

2010
$30,000

2011
$64,743
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ENDING THE CRISIS

CHAPTER PROGRAM GROWTH
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WHY

HOW

Tens of thousands of North Koreans have escaped their country and are 

hiding in China today. We can reach them and help bring them to safety 

and freedom. These refugees play an important role in providing valuable 

information about North Korea. They also act as a bridge back into the 

country, sending money to their families and information about the outside 

world, helping to break down the regime’s propaganda and increasing the 

pressure for change from within. Until North Korea goes through a radical 

transformation, the people will continue to risk their lives to leave, and 

we will continue in our efforts to provide assistance to them. 
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REFUGEE 
RESCUES

SHELTER PROCESSING
ASSISTANCE

RESETTLEMENT
SUPPORT

REDEFINING NORTH KOREA 

BY FOCUSING ON THE PEOPLE, 
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NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES 

& PURSUING AN END TO THE 

NORTH KOREA CRISIS.
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RESCUING & SUPPORTING REFUGEES
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RESCUING REFUGEES
In 2010, LiNK had committed to an ambitious campaign to rescue 100 North Korean refu-

gees. The preparation and planning was exhaustive and every effort was made to ensure 

the utmost security and safety for the individuals being helped and our partners/staff on 

the ground. By the end of the year, 22 refugees had been safely rescued. After each rescue  

mission, our team had debriefed to identify lessons learned, areas of improvement, and 

ways to increase safety, efficiency, and quality. Going into 2011, we were determined to 

build on this success. Because we had established a solid foundation in the first year, we 

were able to scale the program and increase our capacity to help even more refugees. The  

incredible dedication of our staff, Nomads, Chapters, and supporters around the world liter-

ally fueled and funded our ability to more than double our efforts in 2011, when we were 

able to bring 58 North Korean refugees to freedom!

It is exciting to know that these 80 refugees will now have opportunities to live lives 

of dignity and pursue dreams of their own, but we also recognize the impact that 

each refugee has outside of him or herself. The more people that come out of North 

Korea, the more we understand the challenges that the North Korean people face 

and what changes are taking place inside. Gaining such insight provides us with the  

opportunity to know and understand how to effect positive change for those still living inside 

the country. Many of the refugees we have rescued are already actively engaged in this effort.

China

RESCUE JOURNEY

North Korea

Resettlement | South Korea

Resettlement | United StatesSoutheast Asia
Shelter Location

THE REFUGEES WE HAVE 

RESCUED ARE SERVING 

AS A BRIDGE BACK INTO 

NORTH KOREA BY SENDING 

MONEY AND INFORMATION 

TO THEIR FAMILIES, WHILE 

ALSO PROVIDING US 

WITH INFORMATION ON 

CONDITIONS AND CHANGES 

WITHIN NORTH KOREA.

35
Women

9
Men

14
Minors
Between 15 
months & 18 
years old

REFUGEES 
RESCUED 
IN 2011
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North Korean refugees must hide their identities in order 

to protect themselves as well as their families back in 

North Korea. Here are some of the 80 refugees LiNK has 

rescued since 2010. 

Note: Some refugees choose not to have their picture taken due 
to the sensitivity of their situation.



HEATHER

Heather grew up with several siblings and life was 

always hard since she lived in constant hunger – it  

was even difficult for her to concentrate in school due 

to her extreme hunger pains. As a teenager, she was 

once sent to prison because she and her sister were 

caught stealing potatoes. Because she had nothing 

to eat, she eventually decided to leave home. With 

some help, Heather made it to China with dreams and  

aspirations to start anew, but unfortunately, her new 

life opened doors for different types of hardships. 

Sold immediately upon arriving in China, Heather was 

sometimes beaten violently and choked by the man 

who had bought her. She would often lock herself in 

the bathroom to refuse his sexual advances. After a se-

ries of mishaps, she was repatriated to North Korea. 

At the time of the incident, she was 21 years old 

but told authorities that she was only 17; she was  

eventually let go but found herself living with street 

children and homeless people in a dilapidated shelter. 

Heartbroken and disgusted but stronger than ever, 

Heather escaped to China for the second time and was 

sold again to a different man, whom she lived with 

in fear and isolation, enduring more abuse. She lived 

with him for six years before being connected with 

LiNK, when she finally had an opportunity to escape 

once and for all. She made it safely out of China and is 

currently resettled in South Korea. Heather has plans 

to pursue Christian studies and in doing so, hopes to 

one day do missionary work.

THE KIM FAMILY

Donna and Michael equated living in North Korea to 

“living like animals.” Donna vividly remembers being 

forced to watch her relative’s public execution. His crime? 

Selling spare electric wire in order to feed his family. This 

incomprehensible loss combined with gnawing hunger 

and constant government surveillance finally became too 

much to bear. The couple longed for a better future for 

their two-year-old daughter, Isabel. They decided that  

escape was the only possible means to make that happen. 

All three made it safely to LiNK’s shelter and are currently 

awaiting resettlement. 
RESCUE DONOR
Doug & Christy Metzler

 “Our eyes were opened to the humanitarian crisis in North Korea and we needed to respond. 

Heather’s story in particular hit a special place in our heart as we have been passionate about 

freedom from sex trafficking for years. A holistic freedom of the body, mind, spirit and soul, 

made possible by LiNK, gave Heather the opportunity for a completely new change of trajec-

tory for her life and potentially generations after her. There is no price tag for saving a life but 

it was a joy to be able to see a correlation of dollars to a human having freedom”
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RESCUE DONOR Anonymous

The individual responsible for funding the rescue of the 

Kim family wishes to remain anonymous. Her generos-

ity provided freedom for the entire Kim family, as well 

as reinforced our belief that we are all in this together.  



 1 WE MOVED TO A BIGGER HOME

More missions and more refugees made the need for 

a larger facility very apparent. The new shelter will be 

able to accomodate more refugees as well as provide 

greater space for our shelter programs and provide 

more services to the growing number of refugees we 

are helping.

2 WE HIRED ANOTHER P.O.

Our Protection Officers (or P.O.’s) oversee all of the 

day-to-day operations of the shelter and also have 

individual roles that are essential for properly caring 

for, educating, and assisting the refugees in our  

shelter. With three protection officers, each role is 

different but equally critical. Our staff in the shelter 

now includes an Education Coordinator, Rescue Mission 

Coordinator, and Case Manager.

3 WE INTRODUCED NEW CLASSES 

We work hard to equip each refugee in our shelter 

with the basic tools and information necessary for an 

easier transition in their resettlement. Our curriculum 

includes instruction in language, financial planning, 

cultural differences, and much more.

RESCUING & SUPPORTING REFUGEES
RESCUES | SHELTER | PROCESSING | SUPPORT 

SHELTER
Since 2007, LiNK has maintained one of the only major shelters 
in Southeast Asia providing assistance to North Korean refugees. 
Throughout that time, the shelter has served 91 individuals,  
including 42 refugees in 2011. Our shelter exists to assist in 
acculturating, preparing, and processing refugees. An exciting and 
necessary result of conducting more rescue missions has been the 
growth of our shelter in Southeast Asia.

AS THE NEED HAS GROWN, WE 
HAVE INCREASED OUR SHELTER 
CAPABILITIES TO BETTER MEET 
THE NEEDS OF THE REFUGEES.
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42
Refugees received care in 
LiNK’s shelter during 2011

General Health

Health & nutrition classes

Adolescent & reproductive health classes

Medical exams & tuberculosis skin tests

Mental Health

Baking & yoga workshops

Dance & music workshops

Supportive counseling sessions 

Life Skills

Life skills workshops

Mock scenarios

FOR REFUGEES 
IN OUR SHELTER, 
LiNK PROVIDES:

FOOD

SHELTER

CLOTHING

BASIC CARE 

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

EDUCATION

ACCULTURATION 

PRACTICAL SKILLS

LANGUAGE 
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54
Refugees resettled 
to free countries

52
To South Korea

2
To the United States

 10
Individuals were 
reunited with their 
families

RESCUING & SUPPORTING REFUGEES
RESCUES | SHELTER | PROCESSING | SUPPORT

PROCESSING ASSISTANCE

We know that refugees’ struggles don’t end simply because they’ve 

arrived in a free nation. This is why we believe the time we have in the 

shelter together is a valuable opportunity to prepare for the transition. In 

2011, we were excited to see 52 refugees resettled to South Korea and 2 

to the United States where they finally began their new lives. Ten of these 

individuals were also reunited with their families. With the ability to assist 

more refugees in their resettlement, we also have the privilege to share in 

many more of their personal victories.  

DEPENDING ON THE 
DESIRED COUNTRY  
OF RESETTLEMENT, 
REFUGEES WILL EITHER:

Once refugees are rescued from China, they arrive at 

our shelter in Southeast Asia where they are given a 

chance to rest and recover from the journey. Next, 

an orientation provides information on resettlement  

options and benefits.

Immediately begin 
processing to South Korea

Begin to receive LiNK 
services and care at our 
shelter while awaiting 
processing for resettlement 
to other countries

ORIENTATION INCLUDES 
INFORMATION ON:

ARRIVE FROM CHINA

Advantages + disadvantages of resettlement 
locations

Government assistance

Common challenges

What the process will look like

Timelines + setting expectations
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OR

OUR RESETTLEMENT 

PROCESSING ASSISTANCE 

PROGRAM EMPOWERS 

NORTH KOREAN 

REFUGEES TO MAKE 

INFORMED CHOICES 

ABOUT THEIR FUTURE.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN REFUGEES 
ARRIVE AT THE SHELTER? AW
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RESCUING & SUPPORTING REFUGEES
RESCUES | SHELTER | PROCESSING | SUPPORT

REFUGEE SUPPORT
Each refugee who arrives in our shelter may share common experiences 

and challenges, but each individual and/or family may face different needs 

depending on where they choose to resettle. Once resettled, we understand 

the challenges they will face and are continuing to research and develop 

programs that will supplement government benefits and assistance, and 

also provide much needed support.

HERE ARE A FEW MORE EXAMPLES 
OF THE SUPPORT WE PROVIDED TO 
RESETTLED REFUGEES IN 2011

LEGAL SERVICES

When Jane decided to escape China, she made the 

difficult decision of leaving her son behind with the 

hope of reuniting after she safely resettled. Jane 

arrived in the U.S. in 2008 and immediately began 

working to have her son join her. We referred her to 

our partner organization, Legal Aid Foundation of Los 

Angeles (LAFLA), to assist her in the process of bringing 

her son to America. LAFLA’s efforts were successful and 

after almost five years of separation, Jane and her son 

were finally reunited in 2011. 

LiNK YOUTH OUTREACH

LiNK hosted a program to provide tutoring and 

mentoring services to a small group of 2nd generation 

North Korean children in the Los Angeles area. These 

children had faced difficulties in school and among 

peers due to differences in language and cultural 

background – some had even reported being bullied. 

LiNK volunteers assisted with homework and provided 

additional support for reading and writing. Volunteers 

organized monthly outings, as well as a week-long 

program in the summer that provided the students with  

opportunities to visit museums, go camping, and even 

volunteer locally themselves.

LiNK OFFERS THE FOLLOWING 
SERVICES & SUPPORT: 
Contingent upon location 

 & availability of resources

GENERAL

Home visits

Legal services

Translation & 
Interpretation services

General advocacy

Service referrals

Communities 

Basic case management  

EDUCATION

Education services & 
consultation

Tutoring & mentoring 

Scholarships

HEALTH

Medical, dental & vision 

Mental health

Counseling services

FINANCIAL

Financial assistance

Housing assistance
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Elizabeth, one of our first refugees to resettle in South Korea, 

got married in January to another North Korean she met after 

arriving. She is happy to finally have people whom she can call 

“family” again. She also received a coveted position as an intern 

with HSBC during the summer, being selected out of dozens of 

other North Korean college students who applied.
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ENDING THE CRISIS

In May, Joseph, one of the first refugees LiNK helped to 

resettle in the US, became one of the first North Korean 

refugees to graduate high school in the United States. He is 

now enrolled in his first semester of college. 
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CHINA MEDICAL TRIP

The need for medical services prompted a trip to 

the border area over the summer with a volunteer 

physician, to meet with stateless children and their 

caretakers. We were able to offer basic medical  

services to 60 children and also conduct research to 

identify further needs and opportunities among this 

vulnerable population. The most overwhelming is-

sues seemed to be a lack of access to, and afford-

ability of, medical, dental, and vision care, but also  

information and knowledge on general hygiene and 

personal care. The team provided a two-month supply 

of multivitamins, first-aid kits, and basic instructions 

and information to each household that was visited.

LiNK CONTINUED TO 

PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR 

100 STATELESS CHILDREN, 

OFFERING ACCESS TO 

EDUCATION THROUGH 

TRANSPORTATION, 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AND 

TUTORING PROGRAMS 

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. 

RESCUING & SUPPORTING REFUGEES
RESCUES | SHELTER | PROCESSING | SUPPORT

STATELESS CHILDREN
Along the China–North Korea border, there are estimated to be up to 10,000 

stateless children.  These are children who are born to North Korean women 

and Chinese men – estimates suggest that over 80% of these women are 

trafficked or sold as brides. China does not recognize these children as 

Chinese citizens due to the illegal status of their mothers. Given this status, 

these children are considered “stateless” and are unable to attend school 

or have even basic rights. 

100
Stateless children 
in China supported 
with educational 
scholarships and 
financial assistance

60
Stateless children in 
China supported with 
basic medical services
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WHY

HOW
REFUGEE
INTERVIEWS

STRATEGY
MEETINGS

ENGAGING 
NON-TRADITIONAL
ACTORS
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Although we cannot know the exact path through which the North Korean 

people will gain their freedom, we believe that pressure from the people 

inside the country will be crucial for producing that change. We will continue 

to research and develop long-term strategies with a focus on the North 

Korean people that will empower them to create and accelerate change.
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RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

CREATING
STRATEGIES

DEVELOPING 
PROGRAMS 
THAT EMPOWER 
THE PEOPLE

REDEFINING NORTH KOREA 

BY FOCUSING ON THE PEOPLE, 

WHILE RESCUING & PROVIDING 

RESETTLEMENT SUPPORT TO 

NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES 

& PURSUING AN END TO THE 

NORTH KOREA CRISIS.



PURSUING AN END
RESEARCH & STRATEGY 

ESTABLISHMENT OF RESEARCH 
& STRATEGY DEPARTMENT

In 2011 we established our Research and Strategy Department in 

order to better fulfill our research needs and develop strategies with 

the potential to impact those living inside North Korea. 

SECURITY SOLUTIONS DON’T WORK

One challenge commonly faced is that the focal point 

in discourse surrounding North Korea has always been  

security. The effect of this approach is that improv-

ing conditions on the ground in North Korea seems 

impossible. From a political perspective, North Ko-

rea is located in an economically vital region with 

four nuclear weapon states and three veto-wielding 

members of the UN Security Council. All of these 

regional powers have different interests on the  

Korean peninsula, resulting in a constant back and 

forth with negotiations and provocations, and  

ultimately a Cold War-style stalemate.

EMPOWER THE PEOPLE

This lack of progress or change in political spheres 

contrasts starkly with the dynamism of the North 

Korean people and changes taking place in North 

Korean society. While no one can know the precise 

path through which freedom may come to the North 

Korean people, it is increasingly apparent that change 

in North Korea will come from within. We believe that 

empowering the North Korean people to promote 

positive change inside the country will be crucial for 

moving towards a better future for North Korea.

We are therefore researching and developing long-

term, people-centered strategies that can help us 

achieve these goals. In the second half of 2011, 

our research and strategy department held over 

50 meetings with experts from think tanks and  

academia, NGOs, activists and defectors, as well as 

non-traditional actors.

ENGAGING NON-TRADITIONAL ACTORS

LiNK raised the profile of North Korean issues 

among those outside academia and international 

strategy circles and sparked interest in Silicon Val-

ley. These non-traditional actors invited us to pres-

ent our research findings and our approach to the 

North Korea crisis at Facebook, Google, and the in-

augural Silicon Valley Human Rights Conference.  

THE KOREA PROJECT 
Transitional & Contingency Planning

LiNK also attended, for the second year, the Univer-

sity of Southern California & Center for Strategic and  

International Studies’ Korea Project conference on 

long-term contingency planning for North Korea. 

NK NEWS BRIEF

LiNK successfully launched the “NK News Brief”, a 

service which compiles news and reports on North  

Korea’s internal situation, human rights, food security, 

refugee issues and international politics. This is sent 

out regularly to our partners in other NGOs, experts 

from think tanks and academic institutions, journal-

ists, and government officials. The NK News Brief has 

been highlighted by practitioners and experts alike as 

a valuable resource.
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50+
Strategy Meetings

RESEARCH FOCUS

Our research particularly focuses 

on the grassroots changes currently 

happening inside the country. 

These include:

Marketization

Increasing flow of information

The role of new technologies

Corruption

The role of refugees

Changes in priorities among 

North Koreans

PRIMARY RESEARCH AND CHALLENGES

Researching North Korea is challenging, as it is known 

as an “information black-hole.” LiNK is therefore 

working to accumulate information through primary 

research, that is, interviewing refugees that come 

through our networks. Doing so allows us to gather 

insight from their lives inside North Korea and better 

understand their resettlement experiences.

IN 2011, WE TALKED ABOUT SOLUTIONS AT: 
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WITH VARIOUS CHANGES HAPPENING 

IN AND AROUND NORTH KOREA, IT 

IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO 

STAND BESIDE THE NORTH KOREAN 

PEOPLE. IT HAS BEEN A PRIVILEGE 

TO FIGHT FOR THEIR FREEDOM AND 

I HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US AND BE A 

PART OF THIS INCREDIBLE MISSION. 

THIS IS A DEFINING MOMENT FOR LiNK. 

Over the last year, the LiNK Executive Leadership 

Team, staff and volunteers have proven to be a cata-

lyst for massive growth in the organization’s impact. 

During 2011, in a tough economy, the organization 

achieved over 40% growth in revenue, increasing 

their impact and activities, which included res-

cuing 58 refugees.

Recently, I was able to visit LiNK’s operations 

on the ground in Asia, which serve as the last 

stop on the “modern day underground rail-

road” and a hub for refugees seeking freedom 

in South Korea and the United States. It was 

at LiNK’s shelter that I met a young boy who 

I was certain couldn’t have been older than 

seven or eight years old – he was a bit shy at 

first and didn’t want to say much, but he had a 

very curious demeanor. Having never been ex-

posed to a world outside North Korea until his 

recent escape, I was one of the first westerners 

he had ever met. I’m sure he was wondering 

about my different skin color, build, language 

and just about every other characteristic. I sat 

back and watched him play with the other children 

and reflected on how fortunate I am to be a part of 

this amazing mission – to rescue North Korean refu-

gees and young children like him! I later found out 

he was actually thirteen years old. I was shocked. I 

was able to see with my own eyes the devastating ef-

fects of famine and the desperate plight of the North 

Korean people. It brought me face-to-face with the 

severity of this crisis and my lack of true understand-

ing of this issue. I will never forget that experience 

and that young boy – they both serve as a catalyst for 

my support of LiNK’s vision to work for and with the 

North Korean people.

LiNK’s work is absolutely critical for providing urgent 

assistance to the thousands of North Korean refu-

gees hiding in China. Their commitment is unique in 

the ways they serve the refugees – the organization 

doesn’t require anything in return from them and 

offers unconditional care. LiNK’s creative approach 

in raising awareness is a resounding success and  

continues to carry the message of the most underrep-

resented issue of our day. The organization’s ability 

to overcome challenges, their teachability and their 

tenacity, are reasons for their incredible growth and 

are also an inspiration to the board of directors. We 

are so honored to serve this organization and work 

together to pursue liberty in North Korea.

I ask that you consider all of your charitable dona-

tions and make LiNK a priority in 2012. With various 

changes happening in and around North Korea, it is 

more important than ever to stand beside the North  

Korean people. It has been a privilege to fight for their  

freedom and I hope you will join us and be a part of this  

incredible mission. 

HUMBLY,

Todd Burns

Chairman of the Board

C.O.O. Mpower Pictures
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FINANCIALS
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$1,043,230
TOTAL REVENUE

$695,494
2009 REVENUE

2009 2010 2011

$742,916
2010 REVENUE

$1,043,230
2011 REVENUE

$1,018,659
TOTAL EXPENSES

REVENUE

One time donations

Recurring donations 

Chapters

Tours

Online Store  

Online Fundraising Campaign

Donations & Grants Specified 

for Operations 

TOTAL REVENUE

19%

17%

6%

15%

1%  

3%

39%

$194,018

$176,573

$64,743

$160,463

$10,334

$34,599     

$402,500

$1,043,230

$624,876
TOTAL 
PROGRAM 
EXPENSES

$393,783
TOTAL  
OPERATIONAL  
EXPENSES

39%

61%

GROWTH IN TOTAL 
REVENUE 2010-2011

41%

EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits

Other General & Administrative

General Field 

Southeast Asia

Refugee Rescues / Support

China Programs

Liberty House (ROK/US)

Awareness

Media

Tour

Advocacy

TOTAL EXPENSES

27%

12%

3%

7%

15%

3%

2%

14%

4%

12%

1%

$272,815

$120,968

$30,048

$69,292

$154,467

$32,985

$20,303

$145,518    

$44,889

$117,200

$10,174

$1,018,659

HOW WAS YOUR 
DONATION SPENT?

PROGRAMS

Redefining North Korea 
Awareness

Rescues & Resettlement Support
Refugee Work

Pursuing an End 
Research & Strategy

TOTAL 

49%

49%

2%

$307,607

$307,094

$10,174

$624,876

 100% 
OF YOUR DONATION WENT 
DIRECTLY TO OUR PROGRAMS

ALL GENERAL DONATIONS 

RAISED IN 2011 WENT DIRECTLY 

TO PROGRAMS THAT BENEFIT 

THE NORTH KOREAN PEOPLE. 



THE BEGINNING OF THE KIM JONG-UN ERA

Following Kim Jong-il’s death, his third and youngest 
son Kim Jong-un was quickly named by state media as 
the “Great Successor.”

Thought to be just 27 or 28 years old at the time of his 

succession, the new leader was largely unknown to the North 

Korean people as well as to the outside world. North Korean 

refugees we spoke with in late 2011 told us that there had 

not been a lot of propaganda about Kim Jong-un during 

that year. What propaganda there had been had presented 

him as a military figure, as exemplified by his ‘promotion’ to 

four star general. The succession left the people uncertain 

and anxious for the future of their country. Recent defectors 

also said that many North Koreans feared that the son would  

continue in just the same mold as the father, so that condi-

tions would likely stay the same or even get worse.

Kim Jong-un has no accomplishments of his own, so his legit-

imacy depends entirely on his family lineage. This constrains 

his ability to embark on new policy initiatives that would 

represent a break with his father and grandfather. He also 

still lacks a sufficient power-base of his own to overcome  

institutional resistance within the regime against bold policy 

moves. Following the succession, at least in the short term, 

power is likely to be more diffuse and shared by a collective 

leadership, with Kim Jong-un as the figurehead. This new 

leadership is expected to prioritize unity and stability, again 

suggesting a continuation of current policies.

Early reports after Kim Jong-il’s death indicated that the 

regime had moved to restrict cross-border movement and 

market activity. Coming at a time of already rapidly rising 

food prices, these restrictions, along with increased man-

datory propaganda sessions and the disruption caused by 

staged political events marking Kim Jong-il’s death, meant 

that life got even harder for the North Korean people.

LiNK’S WORK WILL CONTINUE 
Kim Jong-il’s death sparked a media frenzy and renewed international attention 
on North Korea.  But as is always the case, after the news cycle moves on, the harsh 
reality of life in North Korea goes on. LiNK utilized media opportunities following 
Kim Jong-il’s death to bring the focus of attention back to the North Korean 
people, and highlighted the reactions of North Korean refugees to the news.

We also renewed our commitment to continue in our work, providing assistance 
to North Koreans where they can be reached, helping them to escape and find 

freedom, and pursuing an end to this crisis.

THE DEATH OF KIM JONG-IL 

The End of the Kim Jong-il Era
On December 17th 2011, Kim Jong-il died.

During seventeen years of 

rule, Kim Jong-il and the North 

Korean ruling elite had used 

brutally effective systems of  

political control to repress 

the people and ensure the  

maintenance of the regime. 

Meanwhile, under the ‘Mili-

tary First’ mantra, North Korea 

developed and tested nuclear 

weapons and raised the status 

of the military even higher.

In the days after Kim Jong-il’s death, North Korean state 

media showed the world images of North Koreans dis-

traught at the loss of their leader, recalling scenes of the 

people mourning the death of Kim Il-sung in 1994. This was 

an attempt to mask the transformation that had happened 

in North Korean society during Kim Jong-il’s reign. North 

Korean refugees say that while there was a lot of genuine  

sadness when Kim Il-sung died, most North Koreans felt very  

differently towards the leadership under Kim Jong-il. For 

the vast majority of North Koreans life was very difficult 

under Kim Jong-il, and the people’s relationship with the 

state was irreversibly changed. According to refugees, many 

of the outward displays of grief for Kim Jong-il were per-

formed not out of genuine sadness but because of the very 

real fear that if they did not cry they could come under sus-

picion of being anti-regime and face severe repercussions.
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EPILOGUE

 “SOME NORTH 
KOREAN PEOPLE 
BELIEVE THAT IF 
KIM JONG-UN 
TAKES OVER NORTH 
KOREAN POLITICS, 
HE WILL BE EVEN 
WORSE THAN HIS 
FATHER.”
Park Yun-joo Age 31

 “KIM JONG-UN HAS 
BEEN PRESENTED 
TO US BY THE STATE 
MEDIA AS A MILITARY 
FIGURE.”
Park Il-hyung | Age 37.

 “OF COURSE, PEOPLE 
THINK BADLY OF THE 
SUCCESSION. HOW 
COULD YOU THINK IT 
IS A GOOD THING? 
THE GOVERNMENT IS 
NOT PROVIDING THE 
PEOPLE WITH ANY 
KIND OF STANDARD 
OF LIVING.”
Lee Sunghee | Age 39.

 “THE NORTH KOREAN 
PEOPLE JUST HOPE 
TO LIVE IN FREEDOM 
AND TO LIVE WELL.”
Kang Bohee | Age 21.

NORTH KOREAN REFUGEE VOICES ON THE SUCCESSION
The names of refugees have been changed to ensure the security of their relatives still inside North Korea.





Redefining North Korea by focusing 

on the people, while rescuing and 

providing resettlement support to 

North Korean refugees and pursuing 

an end to the North Korea crisis. 

THERE ARE THREE WAYS TO DONATE TO LiNK

LiNK | Liberty in North Korea is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit 
organization based in Los Angeles, CA. All contributions 
are tax-deductible. 

CHECK

Checks can be made out to LiNK and sent to our office. 

CREDIT CARD

Please go to www.linkglobal.org/donate.

WIRE TRANSFER

Please call our office and speak to Andy for details.

CONTACT US!

1751 Torrance Blvd, STE L
Torrance, CA 90501

www.linkglobal.org

310-212-7190

info@linkglobal.org


